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81. INTRODUCTION 
LET A4 be an orientable 3-manifold and let F be a component of its boundary. The 
original version of the loop theorem[4, Theorem 15.11, due to Papakyriakopoulos, 
says that if a loop in F represents an element outside a certain geometrically defined 
normal subgroup of m,(F) but represents the trivial element in 7r1(M), then a simple 
closed curve can be found in F with the same properties. Dehn’s lemma[5, p. l] then 
goes on to say that this simple closed curve bounds an embedded 2-cell in A4. In this 
paper, we present versions of these theorems in which the original loop is not 
assumed to represent the trivial element in r,(M) but rather an element in some 
perfect normal subgroup P of r,(M). The theorems that we prove require the 
additional hypothesis that r,(M)/P be torsion free. We do not know the status of 
these theorems if this extra hypothesis is dropped. 
In Theorem 1 we show that if F is a boundary component of a 3-manifold M, K is 
a certain geometrically defined normal subgroup of r,(F), P is a perfect normal 
subgroup of ml(M) with r,(M)/P torsion free, and if a loop exists in F that represents 
an element of P but not K, then a simple closed curve can be found in F that 
represents an element of P but not K. Theorem 2 then says that this simple closed 
curve bounds a compact, orientable, embedded surface S in M so that the inclusion 
induced homomorphism from r,(S) into r,(M) has its image in P. Theorem 3 allows 
us to find disjoint surfaces if supplied with disjoint simple closed curves. In Stallings’ 
version of the loop theorem [6, 023, K is allowed to be an arbitrary normal subgroup of 
q(F). We do not know if our results could be shown to hold under this hypothesis. 
Theorems l-3 are consequences of more general theorems that are not restricted 
to low dimensional manifolds. These are given below as Theorems A and B. Broadly 
stated, Theorem A says that if a torsion free group G acts as a group of covering 
translations on a l-acyclic manifold ti without boundary and with H,_1(i$?) # 0, then 
there is a closed, orientable, codimension-1 submanifold of ti that represents a 
non-trivial element of H,_,(G) and that is disjoint from all of its translates. Theorem 
B is a companion version of Theorem A for manifolds with boundary. 
In 82 we state and prove Theorems A and B. Theorems l-3 are given in 83. 
Joint investigations of the author and D. R. McMillan indicated a need for results 
similar to Theorems 1 through 3 below. An application of these theorems appears as 
Theorem 5.2 of [l]. Theorems l-3 were proved before the existence of Theorems A 
and B was suspected. Ross Geoghegan and the author then observed that a result 
along the lines of Theorem A would imply, using a short topological argument, a well 
known result of Stallings [7, Theorem 0.11. The proofs of Theorems A and B followed 
shortly thereafter. 
The argument that Theorem A implies Stallings’ theorem is given below as 
Corollary 1 of Theorem A. 
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I would like to thank Ross Geoghegan, whose seemingly unrelated question led to 
the discovery of Theorems A and B, and Dennis Pixton, who has supplied several 
useful comments. I would also like to thank Geoghegan, Pixton and Gary O’Brien for 
listening to a detailed presentation of a proof of Theorem A and for pointing out 
several oversights. 
The proofs that appear below follow closely the proof of the sphere theorem[5]. In 
our setting, many arguments from [5] are not necessary and others are somewhat 
altered. However, there is considerable similarity and the reader who is familiar with 
a proof of the sphere theorem, such as found in [2, Chap. 41 will have a decided 
advantage. 
In this paper, all spaces and maps of spaces will be in the PL category. The topic 
in PL theory that will be used most heavily will be general position. If N is a closed 
oriented n-dimensional manifold, then we will use [N] to denote the element of an 
n-dimensional homology group represented by N. The group in question will either be 
stated explicitly or will be clear from the context. However, if .I is a simple closed 
curve, then [J] will represent an element of a fundamental group unless stated 
otherwise. Again, the particular group in question will either be stated explicitly or 
will be clear from the context. The notation [J] leaves unanswered questions of 
basepoint. These questions can remain unanswered since the only question we will 
ever ask about an element in a fundamental group is whether or not it lies in some 
given normal subgroup. The integers will be used as coefficients in all homology 
groups. We will use Bd, Int and Cl to denote boundary, interior and closure 
respectively. Lastly, if B is a submanifold of A, we say that B is properly embedded 
inAifBnBdA=BdB. 
42. THEOREMS A AND B 
THEOREM A. Let & be an orientable n-manifold without boundary, n 2 2, so that 
every closed, embedded, 2-sided (n - I)-manifold separates. Let G be a torsion free 
group of covering translations acting on fi. Let N be an oriented, closed (n - l)- 
manifold embedded in fi. Let lJ be an open subset of fi that contains rN for all 
translations T E G. 
(a) (1st setting) If n 2 2, let K be a subgroup of H,_,(ti) and assume that 
[N] E K. 
(b) (2nd setting) If n = 2, let (4) be a finite or countably infinite collection of 
pairwise disjoint simple closed curves in ti - lJ and let K be the normal subgroup of 
nl(i& generated by the Ji. Assume [N] FE K. 
Then there exists a closed, oriented (n - 1)-manifold N* embedded in U so that 
N* fl rN* = 0 for all 7 E (G - (1)) and with [N*] 6E K where the group K depends on 
the setting as given in (a) or (b) above. 
Note that Theorem A is false if we omit the assumption that G is torsion free. 
Consider, for instance, M = S’ x R, fi a finite cover of M, and N an essential simple 
closed curve in a. 
2.1 Preliminaries to the proof of Theorem A 
The proof of Theorem A proceeds by making a sequence of alterations to the 
manifold N until the desired manifold N* is obtained. As is typical in such situations, 
a function, called the complexity, will be defined on the collection of submanifolds of 
&f that satisfy all the hypotheses on N except perhaps connectivity. The complexity 
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will measure how far from our goal we are at any stage. The purpose of the next few 
paragraphs will be to define the complexity and to show that N* must be obtained 
after a finite number of alterations if each alteration strictly reduces the complexity. 
Let M = &f/G and let p : a+ M be the covering projection. By adjusting N 
slightly in U, we can assume that pIN is in general position. From now on we will 
assume that N and all submanifolds obtained from N by alterations will have this 
property. 
Let{N, T,N, . . . , Q_,N}, 1 # 7i# Tj# 1 for 1 c i < j c k - 1, beacollectionof translates 
of N whose intersection is not empty. Since pIN is in general position, any finite 
collection of translations restricted to N is in general position. Thus N fl rlN tl . . . rl 
T~_~N is an (n - k)-dimensional submanifold of N. We will call a component Q of 
NnqNn . . . n T~-,N a k-singular component of N. The phrase “of N” refers not 
only to the fact that Q is contained in N, but also to the fact that Q is defined using 
translates of N. Later when N is altered to give a different submanifold N’, we will 
discuss k-singular components of N’ defined using intersections of N’ with translates 
of N’. 
Since N is compact, only a finite number of translates of N intersect N. Thus, 
for every k, there are only a finite number of k-singular components of N. General 
position also guarantees that there are no k-singular components of N for k > n and 
that N itself is the only l-singular component. For each k, 2 5 k I n, let C,(N) be the 
number of k-singular components of N summed over all collections of translates of N 
that include N, have exactly k members, and have non-empty intersection. There is no 
ambiguity in the definition of these numbers since general position guarantees that a 
k-singular component Q of N, having dimension n - k, cannot be in the intersection of 
all of the elements from two different collections of k translates of N. 
We define the complexity of N, denoted C(N), to be the ordered (n - I)-tuple 
(C,,(N), . . . , C,(N)). If N’ is a submanifold of &f satisfying the same assumptions as 
N, except that we do not require that N’ be connected, then C(N’) can be similarly 
defined. We order the complexities lexicographically as follows. We say that C(N’) < 
C(N) if and only if the highest integer j such that Cj(N’) # C,(N) has Cj(N’) < C,(N). 
We listed the entries of C(N) in order of decreasing subscript so that the most 
important entry to the order would be the leftmost and the least important entry 
would be the rightmost. We note that if N” is a component of N’, then C(N”) 5 
C(N’). We will say C(N) = 0 if and only if every C,(N) = 0 for k > 1. It is clear that if 
we find an N* satisfying all of the hypotheses on N and with C(N*) = 0, then we will 
be done with the proof. 
The important fact is that while it is possible to have an infinite totally ordered set 
of complexities all strictly greater than zero and less than some fixed complexity, it is 
impossible to have an infinite decreasing sequence with these same properties. Thus, 
the proof of Theorem A will be complete if we show how to find an N’ satisfying the 
hypotheses of the theorem that has C(N’) < C(N). 
Lastly we mention a consequence of our general position assumption that will be 
used several times without specific reference. If T,N and TIN share an (n - I)-cell, 
then TV = TV. In particular, if TN shares an (n - 1)-cell with N, then T = 1. 
Remarks. Other complexities can be defined that work. Our first proof used the 
number of (n - 2)-simplexes in the singular set of pJN, counted with respect to a 
subdivision of N in which the singular set is a subcomplex. This approach needed 
extra structure from regular neighborhood theory. Dennis Pixton has suggested using 
the cardinality of {T E G~T# 1, N n TN# 0). This seems to go through, although the 
number of cases to consider seems to be larger than what follows. Our choice was 
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purely subjective and may not be the shortest. Other comments of Pixton have been 
treated less cavalierly. 
2.2 Proof of Theorem A 
We assume that C(N) is not zero. Thus, there is a T E (G - (1)) so that N n rN# 4. 
Since G is torsion free and N is compact, there is a largest integer m so that 
N~~mN#0.Leta=~m.WehaveN~criNf0ifandonlyifiE{-1,0,1},andwe 
have crjN n &+‘N# 0 for all j. Thus, the sets U (v’N12~ i <=J} and U 
{aWJ - 00 < j I - 2) are connected, disjoint from one another and disjoint from N. Let 
Y be the closure of the complementary domain of N in a that does not contain 
U {aiN - ~0 < j 5 - 2). Let Z be the closure of the complementary domain of N in ti 
that does not contain U {aiN) I i cm}. It may happen that Y = Z (see Fig. 1). Note 
that aY does not contain a-‘N and that a-‘Z does not contain UN. Thus we have 
dz n aY = 0. 
We now define the following spaces: 
Nr = {N - Int(N n &Z) - Int(N n uY)} u (CTN n Z) u (&N n Y), 
N* = (N n u-‘Z) u (U-IN n Y), 
N,=(NnaY)U(uNnZ). 
We will show that N, is an orientable embedded (n - 1)-submanifold of a. The 
arguments for N2 and N3 are similar to that for N,. 
Since each of u-‘Z and a-‘N are disjoint from each of UY and UN, we have that 
each of (N O a-‘Z) and (u-‘N O Y) are disjoint from each of (N O uY) and (UN fl 
Z). Thus, N, is formed by removing from N a pair of disjoint (n - 1)-submanifolds, 
(N n u-‘Z) and (N O uY), and replacing them by a different pair of disjoint (n - l)- 
submanifolds, (a-‘N fl Y) and (UN tl Z). The intersection of N-Int(N O u-‘Z) with 
(N fl a-‘Z) is (N fl a-‘N) which is also the intersection of N - Int(N n a-‘Z) with 
(6’N n Y). Similarly, the intersection of N - Int(N n uY) with each of (N fl uY) 
and (UN O Z) yields (N fl UN). We see that the removed portions of N and their 
replacements have in common the same boundaries and the same intersections with 
the remainder of N. Thus N, is a closed (n - l)-manifold. 
al Y = 2 
b)Y nz=o 
z- -Y 
Fig. 1. 
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We will show that N, is orientable in the case Y n 2 = 0. Let a-‘N and UN be 
given the orientations that the maps (+-’ and u carry from the orientation on N. This 
consistently orients the interiors of each of N - Int(N fl a-‘Z) - Int(N fl aY>, (aN fl 
Z) and (cr-‘N n Y). Let v be a point in (N fl a-‘N). A neighborhood of u in fi can be 
pictured as (E2, x-axis, y-axis) x En-‘, where (E*, x-axis) gives a picture of <&, N) 
and (E2, y-axis) pictures (i% a-‘N). If we declare the preferred side of N to be Y, 
then the preferred side of a-‘N is u-l Y. Keeping in mind the definition of N, and the 
fact that Y n Z = 0, we see that N, is consistently oriented in a neighborhood of u. 
We can argue in the same manner for points in (N n (TN). 
In the case Y = Z, the orientations on a-‘N and c+N must be reversed. In order to 
orient N2 and N3, one must use, for both Y fl Z = 0 and Y = Z, exactly the opposite 
orientations on a-‘N and UN as were used to orient N,. This allows us to write down 
the equation 
(*) [Nl = [N,l + [N21+ [N31 
where the brackets represent elements in I&,(&?) and the orientations are as 
described above. 
If n 2 2 and K is defined as a subgroup of H,_,(a) (1st setting), then since 
[N] $? K, some one of [N,], [N2], [N3] is not in K. Thus, some component N,of N,, N2 or 
N3 has [NJ $5 K. 
If n = 2 and K is a normal subgroup of r,(G) generated by the curves Ji (2nd 
setting), then a separate argument will show that a component N4 of N,, N2 or N3 has 
[NJ tif K. By hypothesis, every simple closed curve in &f separates A& Thus, G is 
planar. We know that U {cr’N/ --03 < i < @J} is connected and disjoint from all the 
curves Ji. Thus, each curve Ji has a complementary domain Wi in & that is disjoint 
from U {a’N( - cc, < i cm}. For the rest of this argument, we will ignore any domain 
Wi that is contained in another Wi. Let ti be formed by replacing each Wj by a 2-disk 
Q If L is a simple closed curve in fi- U{W~/l~i<w}=M- U{Djll~i<~}, then 
[L] E K in n,(u) if and only if [L] = 1 in n,(M). Since n? is planar and L is a simple 
closed curve, [L] = 1 in r,(l\;l) if and only if [L] = 0 in H,(M). Thus, [N] # 0 in 
H,(u). Equation (*) still holds in H,(G). Thus there is a component N4 of N,, N2 or 
N3 so that [NJ # 0 in H,(M) and [NJ g K in n,(a). 
The remainder of the proof will be devoted to showing that a small movement can 
be applied to N4, giving a manifold N’ with C(N’) < C(N). The case in which N4 is a 
component of N, is the most involved and is the one that will be described here. In 
fact if N4 is a component of N2 or N,, then the small movement need only put plNz in 
general position, and we leave it to the reader to verify that the rest of the argument 
goes through. The argument we will give will also assume that Y rl Z = 0. Only a 
slight change in notation is needed when considering the case where Y = Z. Lastly we 
will get our small move on N4 by defining one on all of N,. That is, we will define an 
embedding h from N, into U that is very close to the inclusion of N, into U. It is 
easier to keep track of all of N, than part of it. We will finish the proof by showing 
that C(hN,) < C(N) and by letting N’= hN4. Since hN, is a component of hN,, 
C(hNJ I C(hN,) and the proof will be done. 
We know that each translate of N is compact and that only a finite number of 
translates of N intersect any given compact set. Thus, it is possible to find around any 
point y in N, a connected open subset O(y) of M so that if A is an (n - 1)-simplex in 
some translate of N (including possibly N) and A intersects O(y), then y E A. Since 
(N fl aN) is compact, we can find a 6 > 0 so that if x E (N fl UN) and B(x, 6) is a ball 
of a radius S in ti centered at x, then B(x, S) will be contained in some element of the 
cover {O(y)(y E (N fl wN)}. 
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Let V be an open neighborhood of (N II aN) in U so that the closure of V is a 
compact submanifold of it& so that V flu-’ V = 0, and so that each point in V is less 
than 6/4 from some point in (N rl oN). The set V has the following useful property. If 
A is the largest integer such that (N O aN) contains a A-singular component of N, and Q is 
a k-singular component of N that intersects V, then either k < A or k = A and 
Q C (N O UN). The next paragraph gives the argument for this. 
If Q intersects V, then let x be a point in Q tl V. The point x is common to k 
different (n - l)-simplexes from k different translates of N (including N). But x lies in 
some O(y) for a y in (N O aN). Thus, these k different (n - l)-simplexes also contain y 
and therefore a line segment from x to y. So Q intersects (N fl UN). We know that Q 
is a component of N tl T,N fl . . . OTk_IN,with I#~i#~i#l forall lli<jlk-1. 
If QQ (N O UN), then no Ti = u, 1 I i I k - 1. Since Q tl (N fl UN) is non-empty, 
N n UN n TIN n . . . fl T~_~N would contain a (k + 1)-singular component of N. The 
property follows from the choice of A. 
We will now describe the embedding h of N, into U. The map h will be the 
identity on N, - V - u-‘V. After defining h, we will conjugate it with the various 
elements of G to define homeomorphisms from all of the translates of N, onto all of 
the translates of hN,. For example uhf’ is a homeomorphism from aN1 onto uhN, 
that is the identity off V U uV. 
Since we are working in the case Y rl Z = 0, N and UN carve V into four regions: 
Vfl YfluY; Vn YnuZ; VnZnuY; VrlZOuZ.ThesetsNanda-‘Ncarveu-‘V 
into: U-I V n u-l Y n Y; U-I V n U-I Y n Z; 0-I V n U-IZ n Y; U-I V n u-‘Z n Z. The 
sets N, O V, UN, fl V, N, fl u-‘V, and a-‘Nr O u-r V lie, respectively, in the boun- 
dariesof VOZOuZ, VnYnnY,o-‘Vn~-lYnY,and~-*Vn~-‘ZnZ.Themap 
h will move points of N, O V into the interior of V n Z n UZ and points of N, fl u-l V 
into the interior of a-’ V fl u-’ Y fl Y. The effects of h conjugated by u and u-l on 
uN1 fl V and a-‘N, O u-IV respectively can be similarly described. We can restrict h 
to move all points less than 6/4. Since G(V) = (6 E G(8[Cl( V U u-l V)] n (Cl V) # 0) is 
finite, we can further restrict h so that h conjugated by any 6 in G(V) moves all 
points less than 6/4. This will guarantee, for all 8 in G and x in V, that h conjugated 
by 8 moves x either not at all or less than S/4. Secondly, if 8E G(V), then Ohem’ 
cannot move a point from h;r - V into V since V fl O( V U urn1 V) = 0 and since f3hK’ 
is the identity off e( V U u-l V) and it carries points from t9( V U a-' V) into e( V U 
a-’ V). 
We will put another requirement on h. We know from the definition of N,, that 
(N1, -) = N1 -(N O UN) - (U-IN O N) is a union of one translate apiece of three 
disjoint open subsets of N - (N rl UN) - (a-‘N O N). Since p IN is in general position, 
this observation tells us that no two translates of N, share an (n - I)-cell and that p 
restricted to (N,, -) is in general position. Since (N rl UN) U (a-‘N fl N) C 
(V U u-’ V), we can choose h, within the previously given restrictions, so that the map 
ph : N, + A4 is in general position. 
We now note the most important property of the map h: The sets hN, and uhN, 
are disjoint. 
Our next task is to show that C(hNJ < C(N). We will do this by showing that 
C,,(hNJ< C,,(N) and that C,(hN,)I Ck(N) for k >A. A major step will be to 
establish the following: There is no point in V that lies in A or more translates of hN1. 
The next nine paragraphs give the argument. 
Choose a point z in V. By our definition of V, z is less than 6/4 from some point x in 
N n UN. Also since h and it conjugates by elements in G(V) move all points less than 
6/4, we can investigate how many translates of hN, can hit z by seeing how many 
translates of N, intersect a ball of radius 6/4 centered at z. This ball is contained in a ball 
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of radius 6 centered at x. This second ball is contained in a set O(y), as described above, 
for some y in (N fl UN). 
Our argument will go through three phases. (1) Investigate intersections of trans- 
lates of N with O(y). (2) Draw conclusions about intersections of translates of N, with 
O(y). (3) Conclude that z lies in fewer than A translates of hN,. By our definition of 
O(y), the translates of N that intersect O(y) are exactly the translates of N that contain 
y. Assume that y is contained in exactly k translates of N, k I A. Let these translates 
be &N,. . . , 0,N with 8, = 1 and f& = o. 
When N and its translates are cut and recombined to form N,, the recombinations 
take place at N fl UN and a-‘N n N. Therefore, we are interested in which translates 
of N fl UN and a-‘N n N intersect O(y). With this in mind, we make the following 
definition: An ordered pair (e,N, eiN) of translates of N that contain y is a u-pair if 
and only if 0, = &a. We claim that any &N, 1 5 i 5 k, belongs to at most one a-pair. It 
is clear that a 0,N cannot be a first element of two a-pairs or a second element of two 
u-pairs. If &N is a first element of one a-pair and a second element of another, then 
the remaining two elements would be 8,oN and &a-‘N. However, these would both 
contain y, forcing aN and a-‘N to both contain 8;‘(y). This contradicts our choice of 
u. 
Note that (8,N, &N) = (N, UN) is a u-pair, Note also, that since two different 
translates of N cannot share an (n - I)-cell, a pair (8,N, &N) is a u-pair if and only if 
B,(N, UN) = (B,N, 6&N). Lastly, note that there is no triple (f&N, &N, &N) of 
translates of N containing y with & = 8,u and 0) = 8,u*. 
We can renumber the k translates of N that contain y so that 8, = 1, & = u and 
that for some integer j 5 k/2, (&_,N, &N) is a u-pair for each i with 1 5 i I j, and e,N 
is not an element of any u-pair for each i with (2j+ 1) I i I k. We are now in a 
position to count the translates of N, that intersect O(y). 
Let t&N be a translate of N containing y that is not an element of a u-pair. That 
tells us that Oiu-‘N and BiuN do not contain y and therefore do not intersect O(y). 
Thus, 8;‘O(y) is disjoint from a-‘N and UN, Since a-‘2 and UY are disjoint and O(y) 
is connected, we now know that 8;‘O(y) lies in the interior of exactly one of a-‘2, UY 
or ti - U-‘Z- uY. Thus, Bi-,[&N n O(y)] lies in exactly one of N - (N ,I 6’2) - 
(N n uY), Int(N il 6’2) or Int(N tl uY). Thus, t9;‘[OiN fl O(y)] lies in exactly one of N,, 
a-‘N, or UN, and [ 8iN fl O(y)] lies is exactly one of &N,, Oiu-‘N, or @UN, 
respectively. 
If (&-,N, &,N) is a u-pair, then using the fact that &i = &_,a and the fact that 
&_,a-‘N does not intersect O(y), a very similar argument shows that [(&-,N U 
&iN) tl O(y)] is contained in (&_,N, U &N,). 
The last two paragraphs have put forward k translates of N, that intersect O(y). 
Although it is not necessary for our current argument, it can be shown that no two of 
these translates are the same. It is also true that no other translate of N, can intersect 
O(y). If one did, it would have to share an (n - 1)-cell with one that has already been 
listed. We now know that exactly k translates of N, intersect O(y). 
Let &N,, . . . , &N, be the translates of N, that intersect O(y), 4, = 1, & = u. 
These are the only translates of N, that can come within 6/4 of z. We know that for all 
8 E G, either 8hF’ moves no point of a translate of N, into V or 8hC’ moves no 
point more than S/4. Thus, the translates 4ih+;‘[4,N,] = 4ihN,, 1 I i 5 k, of hN, are 
the only translates of hN, that can contain z. But +,/IN, = hN, and &hN, = c&N, are 
disjoint and the point .z can be contained in no more than (k - 1) different translates of 
hN,. 
We now show that C(hN,) < C(N). We will do this by showing that for each 
k 1 A, there is a one to one map from the set of k-singular components of hN, into 
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the set of k-singular components of N, and that for k = A, this map is not onto. This 
will complete the proof of Theorem A. 
Choose a k 2 A. Let Q be a k-singular component of hN,. Since no point in 1’ is 
contained in A or more translates of hN,, no point in 8V for any 8 E G is contained in 
A or more translates of hN1. Thus Q C hN, - U (Wl0 E G}. But we know that hN, 
coincides with Ni off V U c-i V. Thus the intersections of hN1 with its translates are 
identical to the intersections of N, with its translates off U (0Vle E G}. We also know 
that off U (eVlf3 E G}, the translates of N, are in general position. Thus Q is a 
component of an intersection of k translates of N,. Since Q is connected and disjoint 
from U {eVle E G}, Q is an intersection of k translates of the three main subsets of 
N, -(N fl aN) - (a-IN n N): N-(Nna-‘Z)-(NnaY); aInt(N n &Z); 
a-‘Int(N fl uY). Thus Q is a component of the intersection of k translates of N. If Q 
lies in N - (N n a-*2) - (N rl aY), cTInt(N n a-‘Z), or a-‘Int(N n aY), then Q, a-IQ 
or aQ, respectively, is a k-singular component of N. Thus we define a map fk from the 
k-singular components of hN1 into the k-singular components of N that are disjoint 
from U {W/e E G} by letting fk(Q) = Q if Q c [N - (N n a-‘2) - (N n aY)], fk(Q) = 
a-‘Q if Q C aInt(N n &‘Z), and fk(Q) = aQ if Q C a-‘Int(N n aY). This map is one 
to one since N - (N n a-‘2) - (N n aY), Int(N n a-‘Z), and Int(N n aY) are dis- 
joint. However, V contains at least one A-singular component of N. The proof is 
done. 
2.3 In the following, the statement that the subpolyhedron L is 2-sided in the 
polyhedron K means that L separates a regular neighborhood of L in K into two 
complementary domains. 
COROLLARY 1. (Stallings). A finitely presented, torsion-free group with infinitely 
many ends is a non-trivial free product. 
Proof. This will follow from the alternate statement below, from the fact that the 
integers form a 2-ended group, and from the fact that an HNN extension of the form 
H *11) is isomorphic to H * Z. 
Alternate statement. A finitely presented, torsion-free group G with two or more 
ends is the form A * B, A# {l}, Bf (1); or H*(1), possibly H = (1). 
Proof. We will construct a compact polyhedral pair (K, L) with r,(K) = G, 
T,(L) = 1, L a 2-sided subpolyhedron of K, and with the union of L with each 
complementary domain of L in K not simply connected if L separates K. The 
conclusion will follow from the Seifert-van Kampen theorem. 
Let M be a closed, orientable 4-manifold with m,(M) = G. Let G be the universal 
cover of M and let p : ti + A4 be the covering projection. Let A be the Freudenthal 
compactification of d. Since the space of ends E of M is closed in &, is totally 
disconnected and has at least two points, then by Urysohn’s lemma, there is a 
continuous map f : A% + [O,l] so that E is contained in f-‘(O) U f-‘( 1) and each of f-‘(O) 
and f -‘( 1) contains at least one point in E. We can make f simplicial near f -‘( l/2) and 
transverse at l/2. The set f-‘(l/2) is a compact 3-manifold in ti that represents a 
non-trivial element in &(a). Thus some component N’ of f-‘(l/2) does also. 
By Theorem A, there is a closed 3-manifold ti in ti representing a non-trivial 
element in RI&) and which has PIG one to one. Let N = p(g). The group n,(N) is 
finitely generated and since N is a 3-manifold, there is a finite collection {J1, . . . , J.} of 
pairwise disjoint simple closed curves in N that generate r,(N). Sew disks 
1%. . . ,D,} to M so that each Bd Di is sewn to Ji. Let K be the union of M and the 
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Di and let L be the union of N and the Oi. Since the inclusion of N into M induces 
the trivial map on rl, we have r,(K) = m,(M) = G while r,(L) = {I}. Since N is 
2-sided in M, L is 2-sided in K. 
If L separates K, its complementary domains are those of N in M. If the union of 
L with one such complementary domain U were to be simply connected, then the 
inclusion of U into M would induce the trivial map on z,, U would lift to a, and the 
class of fi would be zero in H&). 
Remarks. (1) Our technique for finding N’ is not standard but fits with the 
topological nature of the proof. (2) There is another connection between Stallings’ 
theorem and the results of this paper. Before this paper was written, McMillan and 
Scott discovered a short proof of a theorem strictly weaker than Theorem 1 below 
using Stallings’ theorem. That theorem was not strong enough for the needs of [l], and 
this paper was motivated by a search for a more useful extension. A “torsion free” 
hypothesis arose naturally in the theorem of McMillan and Scott that could not be 
eliminated by using Stallings’ more general result& Theorem S.A.91. This suggested 
the wording of Theorem 1 as it appears here. 
The referee’s report contained the following remark 
If one restricts the results to dimension three, Theorem A yields a simple proof of 
the Sphere Theorem in the case of torsion free fundamental group by a method 
similar to the proof of Corollary 1. It is worth pointing this out as it makes clear that 
the difficulty with the usual geometric proof of the Sphere Theorem is caused by 
torsion in the fundamental group, 
I would like to thank the referee for pointing this out. It should be noted that the 
last step of such a proof of the Sphere Theorem would involve the use of Dehn’s 
Lemma and the Loop Theorem. 
2.4 THEOREM B. Let ti be an orientable n-manifold, n 2 3, with non-empty 
boundary, so that every compact, properly embedded, 2-sided (n - 1)-manifold 
separates. Let G be a torsion free group of covering translations acting on a. Let N be 
a compact, orientable (n - I)-manifold that is properly embedded in a. Assume that 
N has connected non-empty boundary and that Bd N t-17 Bd N = 0 for all r E G - (1). 
Let U be an open subset of k that contains rN for all 7 E G. Then there exists a 
compact, orientable (n - 1)manifold N* that is properly embedded in ti so that 
N*nrN*=BforallTEG-{l}andsothatBdN*=BdN. 
Proof. The proof is almost identical to the proof of Theorem A. Define (T, Y, 2 
and N, as in the proof of Theorem A. Every point in N that is not in (N n aN) U 
(N fl cr-'N) maps to a unique point in N, under exactly one of the maps a-‘, 1 or (T. 
Thus N1 contains exactly one translate of Bd N. Let N; be the component of N, 
containing this translate of Bd N. Let N4 be the translate of Ni containing Bd N. The 
rest of the proof follows that of Theorem A. 
$3. CONSEQUENCES OF THEOREMS A AND B 
The three theorems of this section are used in the proof of one of the main results 
of[l] (Theorem 5). Each of the theorems below refers to a perfect, normal subgroup 
P. In the setting in which the theorems are used in [l], the group P will be non-trivial. 
3.1 THEOREM 1. Let M be a 3-manifold with non-empty boundary, let F be a 
component of Bd M and let lJ be an open subset of F. Let P be a perfect, normal 
subgroup of m,(M) with r,(M)/P torsion free. Let {Ji} be a finite or countably infinite 
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collection of pairwise disjoint simple closed curves in F- U so that each [Ji] is an 
element in P. Let K be the normal subgroup of m,(F) generated by the curves Jfi Let LY 
be a loop in U with [a] E P but [a] E K. Then there is a simple closed curve L in U 
with [L] E P and [L] 65 K. 
Proof. Let &f be the cover of M corresponding to P. Since H,(Q) = 0, a standard 
consequence of duality or general position gives that each component of Bd $? is 
planar. Let P be a component of Bd &l that covers F. Let p be the projection of fi to 
F and let G be the subgroup of covering translations of fi that carry fi to itself. Let 
R be the normal subgroup of n,(P) generated by the curves of p-‘(A). Note that a 
loop p in F has [/?I E k if and only if [p/3] E K. Let & be lift of (Y to fi and let .?? be 
p-‘(U). Let V be a regular neighborhood of & in 0. Since P is planar, [&I is in the 
normal subgroup of r,(F) generated by the boundary components of V. Thus, some 
simple closed curve C in Bd V has [C] E k The hypotheses of Theorem A, 2nd 
setting, are satisfied by fi, G, C, 0 and R for n = 2. Thus, there is a simple closed 
curve i: satisfying the conclusion of Theorem A, and L = p(L) satisfies the conclusion 
of Theorem 1. 
3.2 The theorem above is a translation of the loop theorem into the setting where a 
perfect normal subgroup with torsion free coset group replaces the trivial subgroup. 
The theorem that follows is a translation of Dehn’s lemma into this setting. 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a 3-manifold with non-empty boundary and let P be a 
perfect normal subgroup of r,(M) with a,(M)/P torsion free. Let J be a simple closed 
curve in Bd M with [J] E P. Then J bounds a compact, orientable surface S properly 
embedded in M so that i,n,(S) C P where i : S -+ M is inclusion. 
Further, if U is an open subset of M so that J bounds a singular, orientable 
surface f: S’+ U with f carrying Bd S’ homeomorphically onto J, f(Int S’) C Int M 
and f,r,(S’) C P, then the surface S above can be found in U. 
Proof. Let &! be the cover of M corresponding to P. Let j be a lift of J. Since 
H,(a) = 0, j bounds a compact, orientable surface properly embedded in a and the 
first conclusion follows directly from Theorem B. 
If J bounds a singular surface f : S’ + U as given in the second hypothesis, then f 
lifts to f’: S’+fi with j(Bd S’) = x Let p be the projection map from ti to M and let 
0 be p-‘(U). Adjust f’ slightly so that it is in general position and let V be a regular 
neighborhood of f’<S’) in U so that V n Bd ti is an annulus A whose centerline is i 
Let J’ and J” be the boundary components of A. We claim that no component of Bd 
V - Int A contains both J’ and J”. 
If our claim is false, then there is an arc (Y in Bd V - Int A with one endpoint x in 
J’ and the other endpoint y in J”. Let p be an arc properly embedded in A whose 
endpoints are x and y and which intersects J’ in a single point z. Then ((Y U p) is a 
simple closed curve so that ((Y U p) fl f(S’) = {z}. But H,(a) = 0, so ((u U p) bounds a 
compact surface E in i6f which can be put in general position with respect to f(S’>. 
The set f’(E) would contain an arc in S’ with only one endpoint, contradicting the 
existence of the arc CX. 
Let F’ be the component of Bd V - Int A containing J’. Since H,(a) = 0, fi, V 
and Bd V are orientable. We let F be a parallel copy of F’ bounded by j and again we 
appeal to Theorem B. 
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3.3 A standard application of Dehn’s lemma and the loop theorem is to find 
disjoint l-handles in a 3-manifold M so that kernel i* : r,(Bd M) + r,(M) is normally 
generated by the boundaries of the cross sections of the l-handles. This is possible 
because properly embedded disks with disjoint boundaries can be cut off from one 
another. The theorem that follows can be used in an imitation of this process (see [l, 
Theorem 5.21). 
THEOREM 3. Let M be a 3-manifold with non-empty boundary and let P be a 
perfect, normal subgroup of m,(M) with nl(M)lP torsion free. Let {S,, . . . , S,} be a 
collection of pairwise disjoint, compact, orientable surfaces properly embedded in M 
so that for each j, 1 I j I n, Bd Si is empty or connected and ii*r,(Sj) C P where 
ii : Si + M is inclusion. Let J be a simple closed curve in Bd M disjoint from all the Si 
and with [J] E P. Then J bounds a compact, orientable surface F properly embedded 
in M so that F is disjoint from all the Si and so that i*: r,(F) C P where i: F + M is 
inclusion. 
Proof. Let fi be the cover of M corresponding to P and let p :&f + M be the 
covering projection. Let 3 = p-‘( U {Sill I j I n}) and let j be a lift of J. Our hypotheses 
say that each component of 3 covers some Sj homeomorphically. Since H,(a) = 0, 5 
bounds a compact, orientable surface F’ properly embedded in a. The surface F’ will 
intersect a finite number of components of $. Since each component of 3 is a disk or 
sphere, with handles, and since every loop in s is homologically trivial in I$, we can 
replace F’ by a surface F* bounded by J’ that is disjoint from 3 (see [3, concluding 
remarks]). The result then follows from Theorem B. 
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